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This paper is concerned with the estimation of the spectrat measure of a stationary process. 
Empirical spectral processes indexed by classes of functions are considered and an equicontinuity 
condition and a weak convergence result for the resulting spectral process are proved. Furthermore, 
some applications to time series analysis are given. 
empirical spectral measure * functional limit theorem * Vapnik Cetvonenkis classes * time series 
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1. IntrodMction 
The ordinary asymptotic theory for the empirical distribution function was developed 
quite a long time ago. However, lately interest in empirical processes has grown. 
The empirical processes considered recently are indexed, for example, by Vapnik- 
Cervonenkis classes or by sets of functions. A nice consequence of these generaliz- 
ations is the variety of statistical applications that can be deduced from the 
asymptotic properties of such empirical processes, for example by applying the 
continuous mapping theorem. Details may be found in the monographs of GZnssler 
(1983) and Pollard (1984). 
In this paper we will consider empirical spectral processes where the spectral 
(distribution) function of a stationary process takes the part of the distribution 
function. 
Let X(t), t E Z be a strictly stationary Gaussian time series with real valued 
components Xa(t) (a = 1,. . . , r) and mean zero. For the covariances c,b( u) = 
EX,( t + u)Xb( t) we have the spectral representation 
c,bW = I exp(ihu)F,,,(dh) with n = (-‘IT, P] (1.1) n 
where F(h) = {Fab(A ))a.b=l,. . , r9 A E l7, is the spectral distribution function. F( A ) 
is a complex-valued function of bounded variation whose increments are nonnegative 
definite. If F is absolutely continuous wit ebesgue measure, we 
denote its derivative by f = (fab}a,b=I,___,r (f is the spectral density). 
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If the process is observed at times t = 1,. . . , N, F( A ) is usually estimated by the 
empirical spectral (distribution) function 
I 
A 
F;;'(A) = I;:‘( a) da 
0 
where 1$?(a) is the periodogram 
I!-,;‘(a):= {~ITH:~‘(O)} -I 
with 
dbN)(a) = ; hN 
1 t=. 0 
f X*(t) exp( -iat) 
and 
k 
exp( -iat). 
The data tapers hN : [0, l] + IR are functions of uniformly (in N) bounded variation. 
Although our results also cover the classical case hN(x) = ~tov&), hN should be 
smooth with hN(0) = hN (1) = 0. Let 
I 
1 
Hk = lim h&)k dx. 
N+ao 0 
We assume that this limit exists for k = 2 and k = 4. 
A great number of interesting functionals in time series analysis can be written 
in terms of the spectral distribution function and suitable stimates are obtained by 
replacing F( A ) by its empirical counterpart F’ N’( A ). As an example consider a 
one-dimensional autoregressive process of order p, i.e. a process that satisfies the 
difference quation 
s~o*J(t-s)=E(t), a,=l, 
= 
where E(t) are i.i.d. N(0, (r2) distributed. The parameter a= (a,, . . . , ap)’ satisfies 
the well known Yule-Walker equations 
Ra=-r 
where 
I 
7r 
Rjk = exp(i(j-k)h}dF(A) (j,k=l,...,p) 
-7r 
and 
r. = 
J exp{ijA}dF(A) (j=l,.~~,p)~ 
If F(h) is replaced by FtN’(A) we obtain e empirical Yule- ker 
equations. The resulting estimates a^ N are widespread in time series analysis. 
To obtain a central imit theorem for & we need a central imit theorem for 
m 
I 
exp(ikA){dF(N’(A)-dF(A)} (k=&. . . ,p). 
n 
More generally we will prove, in this paper, a central imit theorem for 
g,bCn,(dF~~“(A)-dF,,(A)} 
U$=t,....r 
where g : II + Q=’ is from a suitable class of functions. 
The weak convergence of EN(g) for finitely many g or for g E {xIsr,, t E [0, w]} 
are classical results in time series analysis. In Theorem 2.5 we extend these results 
to the same classes of functions also used as index sets for empirical processes. 
Since the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions has already been 
established in the literature, we only have to prove a uniform tightness condition. 
This is done by proving an exponential inequality for the increments of EN (Lemma 
2.3). This inequality, together with a growth condition on the metric entropy of g, 
leads by applying a chaining argument to the equicontinuity ofthe empirical spectral 
process (Theorem 2.4) and to the required uniform tightness (Theorem 2.5). The 
exponential inequality is proved by using uniform bounds for the moments of the 
increments (Lemma 2.2). Their derivation is put into an appendix. This is the most 
difficult part of the paper. In Section 3 we give several applications of the results 
to time series analysis. 
2. Weak convergence of the empirical process 
Let 9 be a set of functions g : [-IT, IT] + C2r2 (9 is the index set of EN( 0)) and %’ 
be the space of all bounded, complex valued functions on 5 We equip BY with the 
metric generated by the uniform normllxll = suplx(f)) and 9 with the seminorm 
PF~) = a$ 1 I Ith( W&O where G&) =2~ IL&)12 da* = 9 n 
Further, let 
C(S, F) = {x E 2q x uniformly continuous with respect to J+} 
and 5BF be the smallest o-field that contains all the closed balls with centers in 
C(s, F) and that makes all the finite dimensional projections measurable. Since 
we have to take suprema over uncountable families of measurable functions, the 
problem of measurability or’ this! suprema occurs. To get rid of this problem we 
adapt Pollard’s notation ‘permissible’ for the class 9 which guarantees the measura- 
bility (Pollard, 1984, Appendix C). 
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We now define the limit process of E,. Let fabecr : l?3 + C (a, b, c, d = 1, . . . , r) be 
the fourth order cumulant spectrum (for a definition see Brillinger, 1981). A stochas- 
tic process Ef(g), g E 9 is called a spectral process if its sample paths are in C( 9, F) 
and its joint distributions are normal with mean zero and 
cov(Efk)ab, &t&d) 
-+2’Tt J g4b(CY)h,d(CY)f*,(LY)fbd(-(Y) da n 
In case that X(t) is one-dimensional (r = I) and Gaussian this is a G-motion (cf. 
Pollard, 1984, Definition VII.7). 
We now state the conditions on the process and on the class S. There exists a 
trade-off between the smoothness of the functions g E 9 and the smoothness of the 
spectrum (i.e. the strength of the dependence of the data). In this paper we aim for 
optimal generality of the class S Let 
N(a) = N@, PF, 9) 
= inf{ mlthere exist functions g, , . . . , g, E 9 with inf, &?(g - gi) 
6 6 for all g E S} 
be the covering number of 5 
(2.1) Assumption. (a) Let X(t) = {X,( t)}o=I,...,r, t E h, be a strictly stationary process 
with mean zero, Lipschitz continuous second order spectra fab E Lip, with some 
K >i, continuous fourth order spectra, and existing higher order spectra with 
If4 ,,..., (1,] s Ck for all k a 2 and a C E I?!. 
(b) Let hN : [0, l] + R be a sequence of data-tapers of uniformly (in N) bounded 
variation such that H2 and H4 exist and are nonzero. 
(c) Let JF be a pointwise bounded, totally bounded, permissible subset of S’( G) 
with envelope F E JZ2( G) (i.e. In s F for all f c 9) and 1: [log{ N( u)‘/ u}12 du c 00. 
(2.2) Lemma. Suppose Assumption 2.1 holds. lien there exists a constant C E: R such 
that 
uniformly in a21 even k, N E i% and g E Z2( G) where 1 l I is the Euclidean norm. 
emma 2.2 is very technical. It is put into the Appendix. The bounds 
of the above lemma now lead to an exponential inequsllity for the increments of EN. 
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(2.3) Lemma. Suppose Assumption 2.1 holds. Then there exists a constant D such that 
forallg, h&Fand r)>O, 
Proof. Withp:=pF(g-h),S=EN(g-h)and&=qp,wehaveforeach t>O, 
=exp(-tdi2) *z. mr O” tm Elqm/2. 
= . 
Lemma 2.2 implies for all & No and j E { 1,2,3} that 
(2.2) 
WI 
(@+j)/z G (ES =‘+2)(4~+M4C+4) < (4[+ 4) !( cp) W+N2, 
and we therefore obtain as an upper bound of (2.2), 
exp(-te’12) f tm(Cp)m’2(m+l)(m+2)(m+3). 
m=O 
Choosing t = {4Cp}-‘I2 and using straightforward calculations this is less than 
96exp{ -$$‘“) 
which is the assertion. 
We now apply a chaining argument o derive the equicontinuity of the empirical 
spectral process from Lemma 2.3. 
(2.4) Theorem. Suppose Assumption 2.1 holds. Tkren, the empirical spectral process 
EN(f), f E .Fis equicontinuous, i.e. for each 7 > 0 and e > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 for which 
limsupPIsI~PIE,(g-h)l>q)(E 
where [S] = {(g, h)lg, h E 9 and pF(g - h) < S} and I l 1 is the Euclidean norm. 
Proof. Let H(u) = [log{48N(u)2/u}]2 and 
I 
6 
J(S) = H(u) du 
0 
be the covering integral. A straightforward modification of a chaining lemma by 
Pollard (1984, Lemma VII.2) and Lemma 2.3 gives, for all 0 C E < 1, 
P{I&(g - h)l > 26DJ(p,(g - h)) for some g, h E @with pt=(g - h) s E) s 2~. 
Note for the modification of Pollard% chaining Lemma that the special form of 
was used in his proof only in line 2- on p. 144. 0ur modified takes care of the 
different exponential inequality proved in Lemma 2.3. Furthermore, H has to be 
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monotone decreasing which is satisfied for the above H, and EN(g) must have 
continuous sample paths which is also satisfied. 
Now suppose that q > 0 is given. We have for all 6 > 0, 
P{sup IMg-WI> d 
[al 
= P(IEN(g-h)l> q and q<26DJ(pP(g-h)) 
for some g, h with p&-h) 6 6) 
+P((EN(g-h)l>r) and q>26DJ(pF(g-h)) 
for some g, h with pF(g- h)s S) 
Since H is integrable and J deterministic the second summand is zero for sufficiently 
small 6. Thus, the theorem is proved. 
We now state our main theorem. 
(2.5) Theorem. Suppose Assumption 3.1 holds. Then, the empirical spectral process 
EN(f), f E 9 is uniformly tight and converges weakly on 8?’ to Efi 
Proof. Under Assumption 3.1 the finite dimensional distributions of EN converge 
weakly to the finite dimensional distributions of Efi The proof of this convergence 
is omitted. It is nearly the same as the proof in Dahlhaus (1983, Theorem 2) where 
the result was obtained under stronger assumptions on 9 but weaker assumptions 
on the spectrum. The tightness and the weak convergence now follow from the 
above equicontinuity with Theorem VII.21 of Pollard (1984). Note, that Pollard 
used neither special properties of the empirical process nor special properties of 
the limit process. 
(2.6) Remark (Gaussian processes). If the process X(t) is Gaussian we can weaken 
the integrability condition in Assumption 2.Ic to the integrability of log{ N( u)*/u). 
This weaker condition results from the fact that there are at most (k - l)! 2k-’ 
indecomposable partitions in (A.4) if X(t) is Gaussian. This leads to k! instead 
of (2k)! in (A.l) and in Lemma 2.2, and to the upper bound 8 exp(-q/D) in 
Lemma 2.3. 
emark (Related processes). Fn most of the practical applications one would 
rather use 
instead of EN(g) where A, = 2~s/ N, s = -[(N - 1)/2], . . . , [N/2]. In that case 
IL:‘(h) can be calculated rapidly by the Fast-Fourier-Algorithm (However, note 
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that EN(g) can also be calculated exactly.) Furthermore, the mean is normally 
unknown and dLN’( h) is replaced by 
ds(n)= ; hN ; {X,(t)-mhN’}exp(-iht) 
1=1 0 
with 
#) d’bv’(“) 
a = HiN‘(O) l 
We obtain 
dLN'(0) 
d’,N,‘(h) = dLN’(A) - H’N)(O) HiN'(h). 
1 
All preceeding results remain valid. One has to check the exponential inequality in 
Lemma 2.3 for the modified statistics. This is extremely technical, especially for the 
statistic with the unknown mean. 
3. Applications to time series analysis 
In this section we present some applications of the above result to statistical inference 
for time series. 
(3.1) Example (Vapnic-Cervonenkis-chwses). Suppose $ = {xrO nl 1 h E [0, =I}. In this 
case Assumption 2.1~ is satisfied and we obtain the classical convergence result for 
the empirical spectral distribution function (cf. Ibragimov, 1963). Now consider 
s= (xD 1 D E 9, 9 class of subsets of C-T, n]} where 9 is a Vapnic-Cervonenkis- 
class (V-C class ) (for a definition see e.g. Ggnssler, 1983, p. 22). Pollard names 
V-C classes ‘classes with polynomial discrimination’. By applying the ‘Approxima- 
tion Lemma’ (Pollard, 1984, Lemma 11.25) we conclude that 9 satisfies Assumption 
2.lc. 
(3.2) Example (Sp &:a1 density estimation by minimizing the asymptotic cross 
entropy). Suppose we have N observations of a univariate stationary Gaussian 
process with spectral density fO, and we fit a spectral density f E so to the data. 
Then, it may be shown (Parzen, 1983) that (l/N)-times the cross entropy between 
f and f0 is asymptotically equal to 
L(f) is minimized by fO. We now replace the unknown f. by the nonparametric 
periodogram and minimize the resulting function with respect o f E So. We denote 
the minimizing function by jN, i.e. jN minimiZes 
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with respect to g,-,. We now assumefo E so, and that g = 9;’ := {f’ Ifc so} satisfies 
Assumption 2.1 c. Then 
by ‘Theorem 2.5. An application of the continuous mapping theorem (cf. Pollard, 
1984, Theorem IV.12) gives 
sup l&v(f) - L(f)1 -L 0. 
fcS0 
(One checks the assumptions ofTheorem IV.12 directly: The separability of C( 9, p) 
follows from the total boundedness of 9, and furthermore all points of C($, P) 
are completely regular in the sense of Pollard.) Since 
which implies 
suplEvw-f(A)1 -lo. 
A 
Thus, the condition j: [log{ N( u)*/ u}]* du < 00 guarantees the consistency of the 
estimate. That this condition cannot be dropped completely can be seen from the 
following argument. If IN E so, then & = IN which is known to be inconsistent (cf. 
Brillinger, 1981, Section 5). Thus, a condition which bounds the magnitude of so 
is needed, and a condition in terms of the covering number, like the above one, is 
quite attractive. We now give two relevant examples of &, that fulfil the assumptions. 
(3.2.1) Example (Sieve es&rates). Let cl, c2, c3 E (0,~) and 
so = (f 1 f spectral density with c l s sup f( A) s c2 and supIf( s c3}. 
A A 
Then 9;’ fulfils our assumptions as may be proved by a direct construction of the 
covering functions. 
(3.2.2) Example (ARMA-processes). Let p, q EN, cl E (0, a), c2 E (0,l) and so be 
the set of all ARMA( p, q)-spectral densities, i.e. 
In,4=1 ( - Wjdh)12 
In!= 1 (1 - Ujd' )I" 
with U*SC~, O<IWjl,lUj(~C2 
for all j and 4 = v&j, = wk) for some k (j= 1, l l l g(q)) . 
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Then 9;’ fulfills our assumptions as may be proved by using the Approximation 
Lemma (Pollard, 1984, Lemma 11.25) and the fact that the graphs of real functions 
that form a finite-dimensional vector space are a V-C class (Pollard, 1984, Lemma 
11.28). 
There is no doubt that the above result can be strengthened if one takes full 
advantage of the convergence rate. This is done in the next example where SO is a 
parametric lass. 
(3.3) Example (Whittle estimates). Suppose go in Example 3.2 is of the form 
&, = {fe 18 E 0) with a compact 0 c Rd. In this case the ;groach of Example 3.2 
results in the well-known Whittle estimate & obtained by minimizing LN(fe) (cf. 
Dzhaparidze and Yaglom\ 1983). The results pf Section 3 now directly imply a 
central imit theorem for ON_ Consistency of ON follows as in Example 3.2 since 
L( f&) + ’ L( feb) implies & =-+’ & under suitable identifiability properties. Let 
9 
j= l,...,d v2ge=(~ge)i,j_I....,d' 
r(e) =& 
J 
71 P lOghw(v hiLtL&o)’ dh* 
-?I 
Since V LN( j&J = 0, we obtain 
-JiWLN(fh)i = {v2L,(e~))diV& - eu)}i 
with 1 ef - &,I s 1 I?,,, - eel (i.e. SF +’ &). Theorem 2.5 now implies under suitable 
regularity conditions 
and, that 
~vLN(f,) = EN 
tends weakly to the normal distribution. This implies the asymptotic normality of 
a( & - &). 
In a recent paper Hosoya (1988) has considered the problem of Whittle estimation 
from a different point of view. He uses recent results from the theory of empirical 
processes to relax the differentiability conditions on the spectral density. 
pie (Testing of a selected model). Suppose we have fitted a parametric 
model to the data a we want to apply a goodness of fit test. This can be dane 
for example, by con ering the test statistic 
SUP IJW{F(N)(A) - FJ,(A )}I. 
A E Bhl 
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If FB is uniformly differentiable, i.e. 
sup~F,(A)-F’ao(A)-(O-O~)‘VF,!A)~=o(~&-Oo~) 
A 
and t$,, is obtained by minimizing LN( fe) in Example 3.3, i.e. 
(&-OO)=~(&,)1VLN(feb)+o,(N-‘/2) 
then we obtain 
sup IIPi{F’*‘(A)- FG,(A)}l 
A E K4~1 
which, by using Theorem 2.5 and the continuous mapping theorem tends to 
In this case 9 = (x cO,~I I A E [0, T]} U (Vf&‘}. A similar esult holds instead if one uses 
the test statistic 
)I 
. 
The worst problem now is to calculate the above limit statistic precisely, or to find 
a suitable approximation to it. Note the similarity of the above construction to a 
goodness of fit test for distribution functions in the i.i.d. case (Pollard, 1984, Example 
V.15 and Example VII.23). 
Appendix 
For the proof of Lemma 2.2 we need the following function. Let Li*' : R + R (s E R-IO, 
N E RI) be the periodic extension (with period 2~) of 
Ial s es/N, 
e”/N<(aIsq. 
The function was introduced in Dahlhaus (1983). 
(Ad) Lemma. Let K E (0,l) and V(h) be the variation of h : [0, l]+ Ilk ?%ere xists 
a constant C E IF3 such that the following inequalities hold. 
(i) IH\*‘(a)l~CV(h,)tb”~(~) foralla,ER, NM, 
(ii) In la~KL~N’(~)2 da 6 CN’-” for afl NE N, 
(iii) J[, Lt*‘( y-t- cu) j*‘(p - a) da S cL;;*J+,(p + y) 
forall& yzR, all NE&I, andallr, s~{O,1,2,3,4}, 
(iv) (iii) holds for all r, s E No with a different constant C = C,,,, 
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Proof. (ii) is obvious. (i) and (iv) are proved in Dahlhaus (1983, (S), (6) and Lemma 
2(a)). 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We prove the inequality for EiSlk with S = Re EN(g),b (a, b = 
1 )...) r). The same holds analo ously also for S = Im EpJ ( g)ab. The assertion of 
Lemma 2.2 then follows by using Hiilder’s inequality. Let 
s = Re ENk)ab 
We start by proving that 
Icumk(S)I s (2k)!c,kpk (A-1) 
holds for all k E N with some constant co and p = p&g) where cumk(S) denotes the 
k-th cumulant of S. In the following ‘s-t.’ means ‘similar term’, i.e. ‘s.t.’ is a term 
with the same upper bound. By using Lemma A.1 we obtain 
{2aH~N)(0))-*~lY~N)( tx)l* da dh I + s-t. 
s K{4*N”*}-’ JnIg(r)ldr Jn ’ C2V(h,)2~a~L~N’(a)2 da! +s.t. 
and, for ka2, 
/cumk(S)l = _ I$%,,( I, g(A)I$‘(A) dh }I +(2k - 1) s.t.‘s 
= {47rH$N’(0)} -k k/2 lV J nk dh) l l l g(bc) 
. cum(&,‘vJ(A,)d~NJ(-A,), . . . , 
I 
d(bv)(hk)d(dl)(-hk)) dAl l l l dh, i +(zk - 1) s.t.‘s. (A-2) 
When using the product theorem for cumulants (Brillinger, 1981, Theorem 2.3.2) 
we have to sum over the cumulants of all indecomposable partitions {P, . . . , 
with II&i 3 2 (because of EX( t) =0) of the table 
Ql 61 
. . 
. 
. (A-3) 
ak ;k 
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where cli and bi are standing for d$,y’(&) and d~~‘(-Ai) respectively. This sum will 
be denoted by Xi-p. The elements of a set Pi from such a partition are assumed to 
be in a fixed order such that the following definitions are reasonable. If Pi = 
1 6, . . . , cl} we set 4 := {c,, . . . , cI-~}, j3~ := {&, . . . , &_,}, & = -ZjZ$cj and 
fP#bJ =fPi(Bc,r - l - ¶ &_,). Further* let m be the size of the corresponding partition 
and&=(&,..., /3~~)* Using the product heorem for cumulants and the definition 
of the cumulant spectra we obtain that (A.2) is less than (cf. relation (3) of Dahlhaus, 
1983) 
(A-4) 
where C is a constant independent of k and N (not the same in each step). The 
special structure of each partition is expressed inthe structure of the corresponding 
/3. I Very &, C E Uj5 I Fk is contained in IIF= l LkN)( cyi - Bo,) LiN’(-cllj - /&,) exactly 
twice as an argument, once with positive sign and once with negative sign. We 
therefore have xi=, ( -paj -pbj) = 0 while every partial sum is different from 0 by 
the indecomposability of the partition. 
We start by considering a partition with PP~ = k, i.e. )&I = 2 for all i. After a suitable 
exchange of the a’s and /3’s the integral in (A.4) is equal to 
(with Bk+, = J3,). If k is even we 
upper bound, 
obtain with the Cauchy-Schwan inequality as an 
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Consider the first term. We obtain with cy’= (cu,, a3,. . . , ak_,) and Lemma A.l(iii), 
LiN'(a, -aj+l da’ 
G C3&” fl LiN’!aj - f%j+2) S { C3N}k’2. 
j even 
Together with the analogue estimation for the second term we obtain CkNk/2pk as 
an upper bound of (AS) and C,“p” as an upper bound of the corresponding summand 
in (A.4). The case where k is odd is treated similarly. 
The case of a general partition follows very much as in the above special case. 
Let J be an arbitrary subset of { 1, . . . , k}. Again we obtain as an upper bound of 
the corresponding integral in (A.4), 
*[the same term with J replaced by Jc]1/2. (A-6) 
In order to get the same upper bound as in the special case above we now have to 
choose J and a subset B of the p’s (over which we integrate - note that 2k - m 3 k). 
(For clarity we mention that the proof would be much simpler if Lemma A.l(iii) 
were true for all r, s with a constant independent of r, s - however, this seems not 
ro be the case). 
To find J and B we consider a different problem. We show that the inequality 
can be proved by repeated application of Lemma A.l(iv) with s =0 where the 
integration argument is alternately an a! and a /3. From those cy and p we will finally 
construct J and B. 
We start by integrating over (Ye . Lemma A. 1 (iv) gives 
Let B1 be the ‘collection’ of all fl ‘contained’ in & and &, where ‘contained’ means 
the following: If & or &, is of the form -& - l l l - &,_, , we take all p, , . . . , PC,_, ; 
if &, is of the form &, , we take pS. Furthermore, B, may contain some p twice 
(if e.g. Pa, = -P, - l l l -PC,_, and & = &,). The indecomposability of the partition 
implies the existence of a p E B1, say p, , that is contained in B1 only once. This 
pIis contained exactly in one other Lh”) -term in (A.7) as an argument and integration 
over & in (A.7) yields with (A.8) 
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Without loss of generality we assume aci = a2 (otherwise we rename the (Y and the 
p). We then integrate over cy2 and obtain 
as the result. Because of the indecomposability of the partition we now can find a 
@ that is contained exactly once in 
B2= ‘collection’ of all p ‘contained’ in Q,, &,, , pa2 and &. 
Denote this fi by p2. Proceeding like this we obtain (A.7) by successive integration 
overa,,/&,..., ak_.1, &_l, akm We now set J = {2,4,. . . ,2[ k/2]} and consider the 
first factor in (A.@. After integration over all + (j E J’), flj (j = 1, . . . , k - l), and 
one additional p there remain IJI LkN’(. . .)-terms which are all bounded by N where 
k E (0, 1,2,3,4} (k = 4 may occur from the additional 8). Thus, all constants (result- 
ing from the application of Lemma A.l(iii)) are independent of k and we obtain 
as an upper bound for the first factor in (A.6) 
and, by the same arguments, for the second factor 
which, together gives pkC3k/2 Nkj2 as an upper bound of (A.6) and C&I” as an 
upper bound of the corresponding summand in (A.4). Since there are at most (2k)! 
2k partitions of the table (A.3) we have therefore proved (A.l). 
To obtain the assertion of the lemma we again apply the product theorem for 
cumulants and obtain with (A.l), 
Partion of 
(L..,kl 
which completes the proof. 
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